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Royal Navy frigate starts month-long break in South Africa 

 

HMS Portland with the Simonsberg in the background. Photo: Royal Navy 

Royal Navy’s Type 23 frigate HMS Portland is currently in Simon’s Town, South Africa, where the crew started their 
month-long break during a nine-month deployment. After adding 18,000 miles to her odometer in a patrol which has 
taken the frigate from Plymouth, through the Mediterranean, Suez and Strait of Hormuz, into the Gulf, then out again 
into the Indian Ocean and down Africa’s east coast, the ship has completed the first half of a nine-month tour of duty. 

The emphasis in the first stage has been working with allies and supporting the international naval effort trying to stop 
smuggling, trafficking, gun-running and terrorism. Making her way down Africa’s eastern seaboard, Portland stopped in 
Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania, and Durban in South Africa. The visits covered a range of activity from training a Tanzanian 
law enforcement detachment in counter-narcotic techniques to hosting a port development conference. 

The focus for the next month alongside in Simon’s Town – home of the South African Navy – switches to looking after 
the people and the ship. The 200 crew are granted two weeks at home with their families whilst the Ship will receive a 
fresh lick of paint and some work on her innards and machinery. The time in South Africa will also provide the sailors 
and Royal Marines aboard with opportunities to conduct adventurous training activities such as shark diving, mountain 
biking and surfing. 

“This has been a busy deployment so far and has tested the full range of our capabilities,” said the frigate’s 
Commanding Officer Capt Paul Stroude. “Whilst we are pleased to be in South Africa, and very much looking forward 
to seeing our families, we are very much focused on preparing for the second half of our deployment.” Once the break 
is complete, Portland resumes her patrol but with the emphasis on the South Atlantic. She’s due home around Easter 
next year. Source : Naval Today 

US Navy joined Japan, S. Korea in drill aimed at N. Korea weapons 
shipping 

The United States, Japan and South Korea practiced detecting and stopping ships carrying weapons of mass 
destruction during a sea exercise last weekend. The trilateral exercise came in light of North Korea’s continued work 
on its nuclear weapons and missile program, South Korean defense officials told reporters in Seoul on Thursday. The 
maritime interdiction operation will be held Saturday and Sunday in international waters south of South Korea’s Jeju 
Island, Yonhap News reported. The sea services also will conduct search and rescue exercises aimed at rescuing 
personnel on disabled ships, the report said.  

The US Navy sended (sic) the Yokosuka-based destroyer USS McCampbell, the replenishment oiler USNS 
Tippecanoe, a patrol aircraft and a helicopter, according to Yonhap. Japans sended the destroyer Ariake and 
multiple helicopters, while the destroyer Yulgok YiYi represented South Korea, according to the report. Officials at 
7th Fleet in Japan last Thursday referred all questions on the exercise to the Defense Department in Washington, 
where no one was immediately available for comment.  



Although relations have been strained between South Korea and Japan in recent years, the U.S. and its two northeast 
Asia allies have agreed to share intelligence regarding North Korea. On Oct. 14, senior military officials from Japan and 
South Korea met with Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph Dunford and regional commanders at the 
Pentagon. They called on North Korea to “refrain from irresponsible provocations that aggravate regional tensions, and 
to instead focus on fulfilling its international obligations and commitments,” according to a Pentagon statement. 
Source : Stars & Stripes 

France, UK initiate manufacturing phase of joint mine counter measures 
programme 

 

French company ECA Group will supply six autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) derived from the A27-M AUV during 
this stage. Photo: ECA Group 

The UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) and French Defence Procurement Agency (DGA) are continuing their collaboration 
on the combined maritime mine counter measures programme with an agreement to transit to the manufacturing 
phase. The agreement, signed at Euronaval on October 20 between Harriet Baldwin, Minister for Defence Procurement 
in the UK and Laurent Collet-Billon, General Director for French Procurement Agency, was welcomed by Thales, BAE 
Systems and their partners SAAB, ECA Group and ASV Global – the companies involved in the programme. 

Initiated in 2010 the project is developing a prototype autonomous system for detection and neutralisation of sea 
mines and underwater improvised explosive devices (UWIEDs). The next stage of the programme will involve taking 
the first stage designs into a complete, manufactured system for assessment by the Royal Navy and the French Navy. 

BAE Systems naval ships combat Systems Director, Richard Williams, said. “We are pleased to be starting stage two of 
the combined United Kingdom and French MMCM programme, which is a key milestone in the transformation of MCM 
capabilities and the future operational use of unmanned naval systems.” Dan Hook, Managing Director at ASV Global: 
“We’re excited to progress to this next stage of the contract which will see the build of the next generation of MMCM 
platform following on from the Halcyon demonstrator platform showcased at the Royal Navy’s recent Unmanned 
Warrior exercise.” Source : Naval Today 

Russia agrees to lease second nuclear submarine to India 

After protracted negotiations, Russia has agreed to lease a second nuclear submarine to India in a deal which will cost 
around $2 billion. Sources today said the deal was struck during the meeting between Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
and Russian President Vladimir Putin on October 15 on the sidelines of the BRICS meet in Goa. However, it was not 
part of the slew of announcements made after the talks. The Defence Ministry and the Navy did not offer any 
information on the subject since it was a strategic platform coming under direct purview of the Prime Minister’s Office. 

Alexei Nikolski, a columnist with Russian daily Vedomosti, which broke the story, wrote, “According to a source in the 
Russian defence industry, the long-discussed lease to transfer a multipurpose Project 971 nuclear submarine to India 
from the Russian Navy was signed in Goa.” The Akula 2 class submarine is expected to arrive in Indian waters in 2020-
21. The Indian Navy already operates an Akula 2 class nuclear submarine, INS Chakra (formerly known as K-152 
Nerpa), which was leased by Russia for 10 years and commissioned on April 4, 2012 after India paid for its 
completion of its construction and sea-trials.  



India had been keen to lease a second nuclear submarine Indian defence sources had said that Russia had linked the 
lease of the nuclear submarine to the agreement for four stealth frigates. In Goa, India and Russia announced an over 
$3-billion frigate deal. Under the agreement, two stealth frigates will be built in Russia while the other two would be 
built in India under license production The Akula 2 class submarine, though not the latest class of nuclear-powered 
fast-attack submarines in the world, is still considered one of the most advanced. Capable of sailing at speeds up to 35 
knots (nearly 65 km per hour) under water, it is among the quietest Russian submarines. Source : tribuneindia 

Makes sense to stay with same class. 21 Akula  class were laid down between 1983 and 1994 but six 
were not completed with two scrapped, three hulls used for Borei class boats and one, Iribus (60% 
complete) now suddenly due for launch – 22 years after being laid down! Three earlier boats have since 
been scrapped while Kasalot of the Pacific Fleet was withdrawn from active service for possible 
modernization and projected transfer to India.  

Canadian Navy decommissions replenishment ship HMCS Preserver 

 

Cdre Craig Baines & RAdm Newton honour the legacy of HMCS Preserver during the decommissioning ceremony. 
Photo: Marlant/Twitter 

The Royal Canadian Navy has decommissioned, or payed (sic) off as the act is referred to in Canada, its auxiliary oilier 
replenishment HMCS Preserver after 46 years of service. During an October 21 ceremony at HMC Dockyard Halifax, 
Preserver received a final salute from current and former sailors, soldiers, airmen, and airwomen. The paying-off 
ceremony signals the end of the oiler’s distinguished service to the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN). The RCN’s 
replenishment ship requirements are currently being provided by Spanish and Chilean ships through mutual logistics 
support arrangements. 

“HMCS Preserver has served the Royal Canadian Navy with great distinction. On every voyage, Preserver contributed 
to the Navy’s reputation for operational excellence,” Rear Admiral J. Newton, Commander Maritime Forces Atlantic, 
said. “The ship and its design elements set the standard in modern navies for safe and expedient replenishment at 
sea. This essential but inherently difficult and dangerous task was executed by Preserver, and sister ship 
Protecteur, for 46 years in the North Atlantic, across the wide Pacific, and well into Canada’s Arctic waters,” Newton 
added. 

The term “paying off” refers to the British age-of-sail practice of paying a crew their wages once a ship has completed 
its voyage. In the RCN, the tradition continues with the term paying off referring to the formal ceremony where the 
naval jack, ensign, and commissioning pennant are hauled down, the crew departs a ship for the last time, and the 
ship is then no longer referred to as HMCS.  

HMCS Preserver has participated in numerous missions and operations, including the United Nations peacekeeping 
effort in Cyprus and the enforcing of sanctions on the former Yugoslavia, as well as a number of international 
operations. Over the course of Preserver’s 46 years of service, the Canadian Navy estimates that more than 8,000 
sailors have been part of its crew. Authorities are yet to decide on the way the 546-feet (165 meters) ship is to be 
disposed of. Options include selling or donating the vessel, or dismantling it for scrap material. Source : Naval Today 



46 years service is quite an achievement. She did spend her last two years as an alongside refueling 
‘depot’ in Halifax though. At the same time, the Spanish fleet support Vessel SPS Patino arrived in 
Halifax for a short deployment to help Canada’s naval supply ship gap. 

World's Oldest Aircraft Carrier Ready to Retire 

 

INS Viraat on her last voyage. 

The Indian Navy’s INS Viraat, the world’s oldest aircraft carrier, was towed out of Kochi on Friday, headed for a 
decommissioning ceremony in Mumbai. Viraat is expected to be decommissioned by end of the year after 55 years of 
service, including 27 years with the Royal Navy. The Navy has agreed to hand over Viraat to the Andhra Pradesh 
government after its decommissioning. The government plans to use the vessel as a tourist attraction. 

Viraat (meaning Giant) is a Centaur-class aircraft carrier. It was the flagship of the Indian Navy before INS 
Vikramaditya was commissioned in 2013. Viraat was the last British-built ship serving with the Indian 
Navy. She was completed and commissioned in 1959 as the Royal Navy's HMS Hermes and decommissioned in 1984. 
It was sold to India in 1987. Viraat was commissioned into the Indian Navy in 1987 and served for 27 years. Source 
: Maritime Executive 

She was actually decommissioned more than a year ago and has now completed the removal of systems 
and equipment that is classified or to be reused – hence the towing. 

Its getting More Dangerous for US Navy Ships in the Gulf 

Five reasons Iran will keep up its anti-US aggression in the Middle East. (22 Oct 2016) 

Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) naval ships’ frequent, aggressive behavior toward the U.S. Navy has 
hit new levels in the past few months, triggering several risky encounters in the Persian Gulf, even prompting a terse 
exchange during the first presidential debate between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump over who would respond 
better to such provocations if they were in the White House. 

Then U.S. navy ships in the Red Sea were targeted on October 8 and 12 by missiles from Yemen’s Houthi rebels, a 
capability the group may have gained from their Iranian backers. Why have the waters in the Middle East become 
more dangerous recently? Here are five reasons (hint: they all have to do with Iran): 

1. The IRGC wants everyone to know nothing changed after the nuclear deal.  

If there have been any consistent themes from Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei and the IRGC since the 
implementation of the JCPOA in January is that Washington cannot be trusted, that the U.S. Navy’s presence in the 
Gulf is unwanted and unnecessary and that the Islamic Republic will not change its fundamental opposition to the 
United States. Iran has always justified aggressive actions towards foreign ships by asserting its rights to protect the 
Persian Gulf from hostile actors.  

We may see their behavior as unprofessional, but for the IRGC our presence is illegitimate and fundamentally not 
deserving of respect. The IRGC’s maritime outbursts will likely only become more dangerous as it strives to send a 



message abroad, and back home, that any greater economic openness to the world due to the JCPOA does not 
foreshadow any real political change from this regime. 

2. Iranian naval forces are making large strides in weapons and surveillance. 

The Iranian military has a long-term strategy of increasing the zone of risk for the U.S. Navy and Air Force to operate 
near Iranian territory. This so called anti-access, area-denial (A2AD) approach is similar to those China and Russia 
have pursued in recent decades. The IRGC Navy is at the forefront of the effort, investing in increasingly accurate 
cruise missiles that can reach throughout most of the Gulf, increasingly sophisticated mines, greater numbers of 
midget submarines and even a new high speed helicopter-carrying catamaran. 

Long-range surveillance and targeting will also become more accurate as the Islamic Republic further deploys and 
improves its new over the horizon radar systems and reconnaissance drones. U.S. naval assets can still operate 
effectively against Iran outside the Persian Gulf if needed, but the safe zone will continue to push deeper into the 
Indian Ocean. 

 

U.S. Navy Fire Controlman 1st Class Jorge Correa scans for threats on the guided-missile destroyer USS Mason in 
Bahrain, September 1, 2016. Photo : Reuters 

3. Iranian military may be making a doctrinal shift to a more offensive posture. 

While the A2AD approach, like the large majority of the Islamic Republic’s military doctrines and strategies, is largely 
defensive, the Iranian leadership appears to be shifting toward a military posture that includes more offensive 
conventional capabilities. Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei proclaimed Iran’s right to both offensive and defensive 
weapons in September 2016, a notable change in language since the 1979 revolution. Later that month, IRGC Navy 
Commander Ali Fadavi also touted his force’s new expansion into “offensive” capabilities.  

In the past, aggressive IRGC intercepts of U.S. ships in the Persian Gulf have been motivated by Iran’s deterrent 
defensive doctrines. If Iran now envisions its posture in the region as having both “offensive” and “defensive” 
components, Washington should expect a whole new range of potentially escalatory behaviors from Iranian naval 
forces.  Additional coercive, rather than reactive, behaviors will be more difficult to predict and counter. 

4. IRGC proxies and partners are acquiring more powerful capabilities. 

Ever since Lebanese Hezbollah launched C-802 cruise missiles at the Israeli Navy in the Mediterranean during the 2006 
war, the United States and its allies have worried the IRGC may transfer its growing anti-ship capabilities to its allies 
and proxies. Yemen’s al Houthis are not full proxies of Iran; most of their weapons and capabilities are commandeered 
from the remnant Yemen Army and their main ally, former Yemeni President Ali Abdullah Saleh. 

Both Lebanese Hezbollah and the IRGC, though, have been training and attempting to supply the Houthis for some 
time. If the missiles used in the October 8 and 12 attacks against USS Mason were not introduced by Iran, Hezbollah 
or the IRGC is at least likely helping with technical modifications or training. Despite major interdiction efforts by the 
United States, Israel and Gulf Arab states, weapons and other lethal support are still getting through to the IRGC’s 
partners, raising the navigational risk around the region. 

5. The IRGC does not want to answer the phone. 

On 14 September, Fadavi claimed Iranian officials have refused to approve repeated U.S. requests over the past three 
or four years to establish a direct line of communication with his forces. A military-to-military “hotline” could de-



escalate future at-sea crises in a matter of seconds or minutes, rather than the hours required by the new post-JCPOA 
channel between U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif. 

Such an arrangement is unlikely to ever happen, though, and the problem is a political one on Tehran’s side. The U.S. 
Navy has capacity for ship-to-ship contact with Iran’s regular Artesh Navy (and possibly even with the IRGC) to 
conduct counter-piracy and similar international missions, but those contacts are low-level enough not to worry the 
leadership in Tehran. 

An established conduit between IRGC Naval Headquarters and U.S. Central Command in Tampa or U.S. Fifth Fleet 
Headquarters in Bahrain, however, will likely be seen as a potential backdoor for subversion, infiltration, or cyber-
attack. Crisis management can only be handled at the very top of this paranoid regime, which means every 
misunderstanding or dust up in the Gulf will take longer to diffuse than it should. These trends are almost certain to 
continue.  

The United States and our allies have long monitored the improvements in Iranian cruise missile accuracy, mines, 
submarines and surveillance capabilities.  While the United States is not yet in any risk of losing its maritime 
dominance in the region, ensuring freedom of navigation in the Persian Gulf, Red Sea and the Arabian Sea will require 
more thoughtful cooperation with our allies in other areas. 

Together we will need to pursue increased steadfastness in face of provocation, further investment in counter-A2AD 
capabilities and operational concepts, more sophisticated crisis management thinking, and even greater efforts to 
disrupt IRGC weapons shipments to its partners and proxies. This depends, of course, if the next U.S. president still 
wants to contest Iran’s assertion that the United States has no business in the region’s waters. Source : American 
Enterprise Institute 

Ire Controlman? Not for long as all such sexist words are soon to be banned! 

Navy to deploy frigate to Europe for commemoration, exercises 
 
The South African Navy (SA Navy) frigate SAS Amatola (F145) 
will be deploying to the United Kingdom and Germany in the new 
year to take part in joint training exercises and a commemoration 
of the 100th anniversary of the sinking of the SS Mendi. 

Scheduled to depart Naval Base Simon’s Town on January 16, 
2017, the frigate will conduct a border patrol of the South African 
West Coast under the auspices of Operation Corona whet en route 
to the United Kingdom. 

Whilst in the UK, Amatola will undertake the Royal Navy’s (RN) 
Basic Operational Sea Training (BOST) work-up inspection. The 
RN describes BOST as "demanding but rewarding,” combining 
surveys of the physical condition of the ship with tests of the 
crew's readiness for deployment, including a war-fighting and 
damage control scenario. The objective is to ensure the ship is at 

the right level of operational capability to progress to multinational, task group training. 

This is not the first time Amatola has participated in the RN BOST work-up inspection, as she was the first South 
African ship to do so when she underwent the same rigorous exercise in 2007. Amatola has since undergone a R400 
million mid-life refit and overhaul in Durban between March 2014 and July 2015, coming back into service at Simon’s 
Town earlier this year. 

The refit involved the replacement of both main propulsion units, refurbishment of gas turbines, a complete blast and 
re-coating of the ship and the refurbishment of accommodation, bridge, engine control room, galley, mess, helicopter 
deck and hangar and the heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems. Amatola has participated in a number of 
exercises and missions since her mid-life update, the latest being Exercise Red Lion, where she fired an Exocet anti-
ship missile at a target. 

Following her BOST training, Amatola will visit Plymouth, home to the Devonport Naval Base, the largest naval base 
in Western Europe. While there, on February 21, she will commemorate the sinking of the steamship SS Mendi in the 
English Channel on the way to France on February 21, 1917. Mendi sailed from Cape Town, en route to La Havre in 



France carrying the last contingent of the South African Native Labour Contingent (SANLC), comprising 805 black 
privates, 23 white officers and non-commissioned officers and 33 crew members. 

On the morning of February 21, 1917, having left Plymouth, the larger cargo ship SS Darro, travelling at full speed 
and emitting no warning signals in the fog, rammed the Mendi, which sank in 20 minutes. No steps were taken by 
Darro to lower boats or rescue the survivors. She stood off and floated nearby while lifeboats from the Mendi's 
escorting destroyer, HMS Brisk, rowed among the survivors, trying to rescue them. A total of 616 South Africans (607 
black SANLC troops and nine of their fellow white countrymen) and all 33 crew members drowned.  

The SA Navy website notes there were many stories of bravery as the ship went down. One of them is that of the 
Reverend Isaac Wauchope Dyobha, who cried words of encouragement to the dying men.  
“The men sang and stamped the death dance together as the SS Mendi sank, taking with her all still on board and 
many who leapt into the icy waters,” the website states, “Of note is that, regardless of clan or tribe, these men faced 
death together as South Africans.” 

The Mendi disaster was one of South Africa's worst tragedies of World War One, second perhaps only to the Battle of 
Delville Wood. The SS Mendi is honoured by the modern South African Navy, which renamed the Warrior-class strike 
craft SAS Frans Erasmus to SAS Isaac Dyobha in April 1997. The last of four Valour class frigates built for the SA 
Navy, SAS Mendi (F148), is named after the SS Mendi. 

Following a provisioning stop at Naval Station Rota in Spain, Amatola will arrive in the German port of Kiel for 
Exercise Good Hope VII, the seventh iteration of the biannual maritime interaction between the South African and 
German navies. The overarching aim of Exercise Good Hope VII is to achieve and maintain levels of readiness required 
for the respective navies to be able to fulfil their maritime tasks. Afterwards, Amatola will conduct several port calls 
off the west coast of Africa en route back to South Africa, arriving in Simon’s Town on April 19, having spent three 
months on foreign deployment.  Source : defenceWeb 

An interesting deployment indeed. The visit to Plymouth will probably take place before commencing 
BOST as that is where the FOST team is situated. Not all the crew died as there were 89 aboard (she was 
a large vessel) and the dance of death part is folklore as the chaos and angle of the sinking ship would 
have made it extremely difficult but it is a nice story. 

Nigerian troops thwart ship hijacking, kill seven suspected pirates 

After a fierce exchange of fire, the Nigerian troops thwarted an attempted hijack of a vessel in the restive Niger Delta. 
Lieutenant Commander Thomas Otuji said in a statement that seven suspected pirates and militants were killed in 
crossfire last week during the rescue operation. A group of hostages had also been freed unhurt. "Troops of Operation 
Base 2 repelled a hijack of the vessel MT Vajara by heavily armed bandits in Ramos River, around Agge area of Delta 
state," he said. The commander said the Nigerian military were taking measures to make the entire Niger Delta and 
the waterways safe for oil firms, vessels and their crew. In another incident, the troops arrested five people on 
October 17 and 18 near oil pipelines around the port city of Warri. Source : www.wionews.com/w... 

READER COMMENT 

1. Reference the current budget for the SANDF - Hercules C140-BZ? When did we get them? 

Guess we will have to ask Mr Kobus Marais of the DA next time we see him.  

2. Re Collins Class. I recommend a read of the report arising from Beyond Benchmark at the second link below. 
The Minister for Defence’s release not so much. 

http://www.minister.defence.gov.au/2016/10/21/from-concern-to-exemplar-collins-class-submarine-sustainment/  

http://www.defence.gov.au/casg/Multimedia/Coles%20Beyond%20Benchmark%20Report.pdf  

For those interested in submarine sustainment and availability, the Cole report is worth reading. 

AGS 

PS   My apologies for the extra page but just could not cut more.  

 


